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Abstract

Both scientific progress and individual re-001
searcher careers depend on the quality of002
peer review, which in turn depends on paper-003
reviewer matching. Surprisingly, this problem004
has been mostly approached simply as an auto-005
mated recommendation problem rather than as006
a matter where different stakeholders (authors,007
reviewers, area chairs) have accumulated expe-008
rience worth taking into account. We present009
the results of the first survey of the NLP com-010
munity, identifying common issues and per-011
spectives on what factors should be considered012
in paper-reviewer matching. This study con-013
tributes actionable recommendations for im-014
proving future NLP conferences, and desider-015
ata for interpretable peer review assignments.016

1 Introduction017

Peer review is increasingly coming under criticism018

for its arbitrariness. Two NeurIPS experiments019

(Price, 2014; Cortes and Lawrence, 2021; Beygelz-020

imer et al., 2021) have shown that the reviewers are021

good at identifying papers that are clearly bad, but022

the agreement on the “good” papers appears to be023

close to random. Among the likely reasons for that024

are cognitive and social biases of NLP reviewers025

(see overview by Rogers and Augenstein, 2020),026

fundamental disagreements in such an interdisci-027

plinary field as NLP, and acceptance rates that are028

kept low1 irrespective of the ratio of high-quality029

submissions.030

Such arbitrariness leads to understandable frus-031

tration on the part of the authors whose jobs and032

graduation depend on publications, and it also033

means lost time and opportunities (Aczel et al.,034

2021; Gordon and Poulin, 2009) for science over-035

all. Reviews written by someone who does not have036

the requisite expertise, or does not even consider037

the given type of research as a contribution, it is a038

1https://twitter.com/tomgoldsteincs/
status/1388156022112624644
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Figure 1: Overview of all respondents and overlap of
their roles for their last experience at NLP venues.

loss for all parties: the authors do not get the intel- 039

lectual exchange that could improve their projects 040

and ideas, and reviewers simply lose valuable time 041

without learning something they could use. It is 042

also a loss for the field overall: less popular topics 043

could be systematically disadvantaged, leading to 044

ossification of the field (Chu and Evans, 2021). 045

This paper contributes a snapshot of this prob- 046

lem in NLP venues, based on a survey of authors, 047

reviewers and area chairs (ACs). We collected 180 048

responses, which is is comparable to the volume 049

of feedback collected for implementing the ACL 050

Rolling Review (ARR). The overall distribution of 051

respondents’ roles is shown in fig. 1. We present 052

the commonly reported issues and community pref- 053

erences for different paper assignment workflows 054

(section 4). We derive actionable recommendations 055

to how peer review in NLP could be improved (sec- 056

tion 5), discuss the limitations of survey methodol- 057

ogy (section 6.2), and conclude with desiderata for 058

interpretable peer review assignments (section 6.3). 059

2 Background: Peer Review in NLP 060

Paper-reviewer assignments are matches between 061

submissions to conferences or journals, and their 062

available pool of reviewers, taking into account the 063

potential conflicts of interest (COI) and reviewer 064

assignment quotas. 065
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Among the systems used in recent NLP con-066

ferences, the Softconf matching algorithm takes067

into account bidding, quotas, and manual assign-068

ments, and randomly assigns the remaining papers069

as evenly as possible2. ARR switched to Open-070

Review and currently uses SPECTRE-MFR sys-071

tem (OpenReview, 2021) for computing affinity072

scores3, which the ACs may fully or partially rely073

on. NAACL and ACL 2021 used SoftConf, but also074

provided their ACs with affinity scores produced by075

a “paraphrastic similarity” system (Wieting et al.,076

2019; Neubig et al., 2021). In our AC experience,077

when program chairs provide affinity scores, they078

caution against fully relying on them.079

The problem of paper-reviewer assignment is080

by itself an active area of research in several ar-081

eas of computer science (Hartvigsen et al., 1999;082

Wang et al., 2010; Li and Watanabe, 2013, inter083

alia), including the problem of “fair” assignments084

(Long et al., 2013; Stelmakh et al., 2019). Such085

studies tend to be hypothesis-driven: they make an086

assumption about what criteria should be taken into087

account, design a system and evaluate it. To the088

best of our knowledge, ours is the first study in the089

field to address the opposite question: what criteria090

should be taken into account, given the diversity of091

perspectives in an interdisciplinary field? We take092

that question to the community.093

3 Methodology: survey structure and094

distribution095

We developed three separate surveys for the main096

groups of stakeholders in the peer review pro-097

cess: authors, reviewers and ACs. They follow098

the same basic structure: consent to participation099

(see Impact Statement), background information,100

questions on most recent experiences in the role101

which the survey pertains to, and how the respon-102

dents believe paper-reviewer matching should be103

performed. Most questions are asked to respon-104

dents in all three roles, reformulated to match their105

different perspectives. The responses were col-106

lected late 2021 and all respondents are required107

to confirm that their most recent experience as an108

AC/reviewer/author is in 2019-2021.109

The full surveys and response data are included110

in the materials accompanying the submission, and111

2https://www.softconf.com/about/index.
php/start/administration-view

3Scores indicating how well a given submission matches
a given reviewer, typically computed on the basis of their
publication history.

will be made public upon acceptance. 112

Participant background. All surveys include 113

questions on career status and the number of times 114

the respondents have been authors/reviewers/ACs 115

at NLP venues. We ask what venues they have 116

experience with (as broad categories) and what 117

types of contributions they make in their work. 118

Participant experience with peer review. We 119

further ask the respondents a range of questions 120

about their experience as AC/reviewer/author: how 121

satisfied they are with the process, what issues they 122

have experienced, what was the assignment load 123

(ACs and reviewers), how paper-reviewer match- 124

ing was done, how they would prefer it to be done, 125

and which factors they believe to be important for 126

paper-review matching. Most of the questions are 127

multiple-choice, with addition of some open-ended 128

questions where appropriate, so that respondents 129

can elaborate their answers or add to the available 130

options. Whenever possible, the question formu- 131

lations were taken from the question bank of UK 132

Data Service (Hyman et al., 2006). Attitude ques- 133

tions use a 5-point Likert scale. 134

Limited memory is an important concern in sur- 135

veys (Sudman and Bradburn, 1973; Öztas Ayhan 136

and Isiksal, 2005), and we cannot expect the re- 137

spondents to accurately recall all their experience 138

with peer review. To reduce memory recall errors, 139

the survey focuses on the respondent’s most recent 140

experience, but they also have a chance to reflect 141

on prior experience in open-ended questions, and 142

to report whether they experienced certain issues 143

at any time in their career. 144

Survey distribution. We distributed the surveys 145

via three channels: by handing out flyers at 146

EMNLP 2021, through mailing lists (ML-news, 147

corpora list, Linguist list), and through Twitter with 148

the hashtag #NLProc. Participation was voluntary, 149

with no incentives beyond potential utility of this 150

study for improving NLP peer review. 151

Data validation. Given that links to surveys were 152

distributed openly and that we did not ask for any 153

identifiable information, the surveys needed to in- 154

clude other means of validation to ensure that the 155

responses included in the analysis were from atten- 156

tive, relevant individuals. Our approach for validat- 157

ing the data quality follows satisficing theory (Liu 158

and Wronski, 2018), with the main safeguards be- 159

ing 1) the checking of response consistency, includ- 160
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Figure 2: Career status of the respondents vs their expe-
rience receiving peer review. Numerical data is available
in table 1 in the appendix.

ing a few “traps" where inconsistency or illogical161

responses can be exposed, and 2) the inclusion of162

open-ended questions.163

73% ACs, 40% reviewers, 33% authors have pro-164

vided at least one response to our open-ended ques-165

tions, all found relevant in manual analysis. For166

consistency checks, all respondents were asked:167

• How many times they have been an168

AC/reviewer/author. One of the options169

was “0”, contradicting the earlier confirmation170

of experience in a given role.171

• When was the last time they were an172

AC/reviewer/author. One of the options was “ear-173

lier than 2019”, contradicting the earlier confir-174

mation of peer review experience in 2019-2021.175

• Whether they have performed the other roles.176

New authors may have not reviewed or AC-ed,177

but reviewers should also have been authors, and178

ACs should have experience with all roles.179

4 Results180

Overall we received 38 responses from ACs, 87181

from reviewers and 81 from authors (206 in total).182

After removing 20 incomplete responses and 8 re-183

sponses inconsistent with the “trap” questions, we184

report the results for 30 responses from ACs, 77185

from reviewers and 73 from authors (180 in total).186

4.1 Who are the respondents?187

According to the past conference statistics, we188

could expect that many submissions would be pri-189

marily authored by the students, and reviewers are190

generally expected to be relatively senior, which191

should correspond to their going through peer re-192

view more often. We can use this expected pattern193

as an extra validation step for the survey responses.194

Figure 2 shows that the responses are in line 195

with this expected pattern. We received the most 196

responses from academic researchers (62), PhD 197

students (54), and postdocs (32). Most academic 198

researchers and postdocs, but not PhD students, 199

have had their work reviewed more than 10 times. 200

At the same time 65% of the PhD students who 201

served as reviewers went through peer review more 202

than 5 times, as opposed to 24.2% of PhD students 203

in the author role. Fewer industry than academic 204

researchers responded to the survey. 205

4.2 Paper types 206

The next question is to see what kinds of research 207

papers the respondents to our surveys have au- 208

thored: engineering experiment, survey, position 209

paper etc., according to the COLING taxonomy 210

by Bender and Derczynski (2018). We expect that 211

more senior researchers will have more experience 212

with different types of work. Indeed, on average 213

the authors have worked with 2.5 types of papers, 214

vs. 3.0 for reviewers and 3.6 for ACs. The distribu- 215

tion is shown in fig. 3. The most respondents have 216

authored engineering experiment papers (with the 217

authors reporting the most such work). 218

Note that this only indicates whether the respon- 219

dents to our surveys have or have not authored 220

certain types of papers, rather than how many. In 221

terms of volume, the engineering papers are a lot 222

more prevalent: e.g. at ACL 2021 the “Machine 223

learning” track had 332 submissions, vs 168 in the 224

“Resources and evaluation” track (Xia et al., 2021). 225

4.3 What kinds of problems do people report? 226

As with any voluntary feedback, our surveys were 227

likely to receive more responses from people who 228
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Figure 3: Types of research performed by respondents
(multiple options could be selected).
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had a grievance with the current process. Indeed,229

we find that only 6.7% of ACs, 20.5% of authors,230

and 22.1% of reviewers say that they have not had231

any issues in their last encounter with NLP venues.232

The overall distribution for the types of problems233

reported by the authors, reviewers and ACs in their234

last and overall experience is shown in fig. 5, and235

the key takeaways are as follows:236

• Two of the most frequent complaints of ACs237

(about 50% of the respondents) are insufficient in-238

formation about reviewers and clunky interfaces;239

• Many paper-reviewer mismatches (about 30%, if240

the report of the last experience is representative)241

are avoidable: they should have been clear from242

the reviewers’ publication history;243

• Over a third of the author respondents in their last244

submission (about 50% over all history) received245

reviews from reviewers lacking either expertise246

or interest, and that is supported by the review-247

ers’ reports of being assigned papers that were248

mismatched on one of these dimensions;249

• The authors report that many reviews (over a250

third in last submission, close to 50% overtime)251

are biased or shallow, which might be related to252

the above mismatches in expertise or interest.253

• Two patterns are exclusive to ARR: insufficient254

time for ACs, and zero authors with no issues.255

4.4 Knowledge of the workflow256

Our next question is what methods NLP venues257

use to match submissions to reviewers, and to what258

extent the stakeholders (authors and reviewers) are259

aware of how it is done. We find that relatively260

few authors (23.3%) and reviewers (23.4%) know261

for sure what process was used, which begs for262

more transparency in the conference process. The263

ACs report that the most frequent case (37%) is a264

combination of automated and manual assignments.265

Interestingly, most reviewers believe that their as-266

signments were automated (36%), and only (28%)267

believe they were automated+manual. See App.268

Figure 8 for full distribution.269

5 The Ideal Process270

5.1 Ideal workflow271

When asked about what paper-assignment process272

they would prefer (given that fully manual match-273

ing is impractical for large conferences), most ACs274

and authors opted for automated+manual process,275

but for the reviewers this is the second preferred276

process (26%), with 30% opting for bidding + man-277
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Topics mentioned in the open-ended comments
(See supplementary materials for full categorized comments)

ACs: bidding (2), similarity+manual (1), similarity+bidding+manual
(5), keyword-based filtering + bidding (2), similarity (1), tracks (1),
other info (2), ARR (1), interface (1)

Reviewers: manual (2), similarity + bidding (3), similar-
ity+bidding+manual (3), keywords (1), keywords+similarity (1), tracks
(2), tracks+bidding (1), other (4)

Authors: against similarity (2), similarity + bidding (2), similar-
ity+bidding+manual (2), ARR (2), random (2)

Figure 4: Which of the following options would you
consider best for assigning reviewers to submissions?

ual checks (see fig. 4). There was also relatively 278

large support for pure bidding (13-18% of respon- 279

dents in all roles), and cumulatively pure bidding 280

and bidding with manual adjustments have as much 281

or more support from all respondent categories than 282

the automated matching + manual assignments. 283

The analysis of open-ended comments suggested 284

that the respondents were aware that bidding is 285

quite labor-intensive on the part of the reviewers. 286

5 ACs, 3 reviewers and 2 authors suggested using 287

affinity scores to filter the papers on which bids 288

would be requested, followed with manual check- 289

ing. Another suggestion was keywords or more 290

fine-grained areas/tracks, potentially as alternative 291

to affinity scores for filtering down the list of papers 292

to bid on. One AC suggested “an extensive, but 293

still finite, set of tags (e.g. an ACL-version of ACM 294

CCS concepts, or FAccT’s submission tags”. One 295

reviewer stressed that the keywords should be pro- 296

vided by the authors, to match what they perceive 297

to be the salient aspects of the paper. 298

1 reviewer and 1 author suggested looking at 299

whether the paper cites the potential reviewer4, as 300

4We believe this is an interesting idea, but it could lead to
authors strategically placing citations to maximize the chances
of acceptance, or being punished for citing work that they may
criticize or claim to improve upon.
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(The full comments categorized by these topics can be found in the ??)

Area chairs: interface issues (7), bad reviewers/reviews (5), workload issues (6), issues with ARR (4), lacking information on reviewers (4), communication
issues between both systems and other human agents (4), lack of qualified reviewers in the pool (3), issues with meta-reviews (2), affinity score complaints
(2), affinity score for finding reviewers the AC does not know personally (1), preference for manually recruited reviewers (1), papers assigned to ACs outside
their area of expertise (1), too many declines (1), mismatch in goals of reviewers and authors (1), emergency reviews (1), bidding enabling bias (1).

Reviewers: choices forced by ACs (5), preference for bidding (4), areas of past expertise not currently of interest (4), lack of interest in the paper (3),
methodological mismatch between generations of NLP researchers (3), mismatch in research methods (2), publication records as an unreliable indicator for
assignments (1), mismatch in languages (1), time issues (1), reviewer bias (1)

Authors: reviewer expectation for a certain kind of research (6), inattentive reviews (5), short reviews (3), mismatch between the score and the text of the
review (3), requests for irrelevant citations (2), confirmation bias (1), non-constructive criticism (1), shallow reviews (1), lack of reviewer competence (2),
missing reviews (2), requests for irrelevant comparisons (1), “wild” estimates of impact (1), unannounced policy changes (1)

Figure 5: The issues with peer review process, reported by ACs, reviewers and authors, in their last (on the left)
versus historical (on the right) experience with CL/NLP venues.

this could be a good indicator for the reviewer’s
interest. 1 reviewer and 2 authors voiced support
for some randomness in the assignments (given a
track-level match): “Bidding + some random as-
signment to ensure diversity in the matching. We
don’t want reviewers to review only papers they
*want* to review. However these random assign-
ments should be clearly indicated to all, and treated
accordingly.”

5.2 Ideal assignment criteria

AC past experience. Figure 5 shows that one of
the most common problems for the ACs is that
they were not provided with enough information to
facilitate the paper-reviewer matching. The follow-
up question is what information they are provided
with, and how useful they find it.

Figure 6 shows that the types of information with
the highest utility information are links to reviewer
profiles, bidding information, and affinity scores.
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Topics mentioned in the open-ended comments: reviewer history (2),
number of assigned papers (1), being able to ask SACs for advice (1),
reviewer affiliation (e.g. academic or industry) (1), correct area match
for both ACs and reviewers (1).

Figure 6: The utility of different kinds of information
about reviewers that ACs may have been presented with
to assist in manual checks of paper-reviewer matches.

But affinity scores are also the most controversial:301

it is the type of information that the most ACs find302

“not very useful” or “not useful at all” (20%).303

Overall the results suggest that ACs are pre-304

sented with little structured information about re-305

viewers, and have to identify the information they306

need from a glance at the reviewers’ publication307

record. Seniority, expertise, and reviewer history308

notes from other ACs are all reported to be useful,309

but they were never provided directly to many ACs.310

An avenue for future research is offered by three311

types of information that the most ACs are not312

sure about, presumably because they are rarely pro-313

vided: structured information about the methods314

that the reviewers were familiar with, the languages315

they spoke, and affinity score explanations. We will316

show below that there is much support for taking317

such methods into account. For the languages, this318

might be due to the “default” status of English319

(Bender, 2019). We hypothesize that providing this320

information would make it easier to provide bet-321

ter matches for papers on other languages, which322

would in turn encourage the authors to submit more323

such work. Affinity will be discussed in section 6.3.324

Stakeholder preferences. We then asked the re-325

spondents what factors they believe are important326

for paper-reviewer assignments. The overall mean327

importance rankings (on scale 0-5) are as follows:328

3.95 Reviewer has worked on the same task
3.85 Reviewer bid on the paper
3.72 Reviewer has worked with the same method
3.32 Reviewer has authored the same type of paper
3.11 AC knows & trusts the reviewer
2.81 Reviewer has worked with the same kind of data
1.99 The affinity score is high

The fact that affinity scores rank the least impor- 329

tant is an interesting reflection on how much NLP 330

researchers would rely on their own techniques in 331

a process with high stakes for themselves. 332

Our data suggests that within groups of stake- 333

holders the individual variation in importance of 334

different factors is higher for some factors and 335

stakeholders than others: e.g. ACs vary within 336

1 point on the importance of knowing the data, but 337

only within 0.74 points on importance of knowing 338

the tasks. This has implications for approaches 339

who would rely on AC assignments as ground truth 340

for automated assignment systems: they could end 341

up modeling the annotator instead of the task (Geva 342

et al., 2019) See App. table 2 for full data. 343

We then explored the question of whether the 344

experience of having authored research of a cer- 345

tain type correlates with any changes in the attitude 346

towards some of these paper-reviewer matching fac- 347

tors. For each pair of type of research and matching 348

factor, we ran two-sided Fisher’s Exact tests for all 349

respondents who have authored (or not) the types of 350

research and the importance they attached to differ- 351

ent factors in paper-reviewer assignment (binning 352

on less than moderately important and more than 353

moderately important). For some pairs there were 354

statistically significant differences: e.g. the respon- 355

dents who have authored reproduction papers were 356

significantly more likely to believe it important that 357

the reviewer has worked with the same kind of data 358

(p = 0.008), and less likely to believe it important 359

that the reviewer has worked with the same method 360

(p = 0.036). See table 3 in the appendix for all 361

p-values and more details on the tests. We note that 362

the relationship is not necessarily causal. 363

We conclude that our sample does provide evi- 364

dence (the first, to our knowledge) that researchers 365

in interdisciplinary fields who perform different 366

kinds of research may have differing preferences 367

for what information should be taken into account 368

for paper-reviewer assignments. If that effect is 369

robust, it should be considered in assignment sys- 370

tems for interdisciplinary fields. We hope that this 371

finding would be explored in a larger study, tak- 372

ing into account both the experience of authoring a 373

given type of paper and how central that type of re- 374

search is for a given researcher (a factor that we did 375

not consider). Another direction for future work 376

is exploring this question from the perspective of 377

demographic characteristics and the type of insti- 378

tution the respondents work in. Should there be 379
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Figure 7: Question: How important do you think the following factors are for a good paper-reviewer match?

significant differences, more targeted assignments380

could be a powerful tool for diversifying the field.381

5.3 Ideal workload382

We asked our reviewer and AC respondents how383

many assignments they received at their most re-384

cent NLP venue, and what would be the optimal385

number (given a month to review, and a week for386

AC assignments). For ACs, the mean optimal num-387

ber of assignments is 8.5±4.2 vs. 9.1±5.1 they388

received at the most recent venue, and for review-389

ers it is 2.8±1.0 vs. 3.3±1.8. Whether this is an390

issue depends on how much time a given venue391

allows. The ARR reviewers have even less than a392

month, and they indicated preference for fewer as-393

signments than they received (2.4±1.0 vs 3.3±1.9).394

See App. fig. 10 for data on other venues.395

The lack of reviewers is a well-known problem.396

One of the possible causes is that many authors are397

students not yet ready to be reviewers. To investi-398

gate that, we asked the authors if they also reviewed399

for the venues where they last submitted a paper,400

and the reviewers and ACs - if they also submitted.401

If the core problem is that many authors are not402

qualified, we would expect more non-student au-403

thors to also be reviewers. Among all respondents404

there are 24% authors who submit to a venue but do405

not review there or help in some other role (fig. 1),406

but if we consider only non-student respondents407

that ratio is still 18% (see non-student role distri-408

bution in App. fig. 9). This suggests that many409

qualified people do not review.410

6 Discussion 411

6.1 Reviewer interests 412

Our results suggest the lack of interest is one of the 413

most common problems in paper-reviewer match- 414

ing, for both authors and reviewers. The authors 415

are aware of this problem and sometimes try to op- 416

timize for it by pursuing the “safe”, popular topics. 417

Unenthusiastic reviewers will likely produce shal- 418

low, heuristic-based reviews, essentially penalizing 419

non-mainstream research. Both tendencies con- 420

tribute to ossification of the field (Chu and Evans, 421

2021), and generally need to be minimized. 422

It is in the AC’s interest to find interested re- 423

viewers, since that minimizes late reviews, but they 424

need to know who finds what interesting. That is 425

not as simple as a match by topic/methodology, 426

clear from the publication record. Interests change 427

not only gradually over time but also according 428

to what is popular or salient at the given moment 429

(Tversky and Kahneman, 1974; Dai et al., 2020), 430

or even in seemingly irrational ways (e.g. by be- 431

ing sensitive to the framing) (Tversky and Kahne- 432

man, 1981). But although experience and knowl- 433

edge may provide more stable descriptions of a 434

reviewer, looking into dated publication records 435

may be counter-productive. According to one of 436

our respondents: “I prefer the conferences who 437

offer bidding processes to select the papers to re- 438

view... I am more enthusiastic to review the papers 439

compared to conferences that assign papers based 440

on what my interests were x years ago.” 441

Bidding however has its own set of problems, 442
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including the practical impossibility to elicit all443

preferences over a big set of papers, the possibil-444

ity of collusion rings (Littman, 2021), and, as one445

of our respondents put it, “biases towards/against446

certain paper types when bidding is enabled”. But447

these problems potentially have solutions: there is448

work on detecting collusion rings (Boehmer et al.,449

2022), and several respondents suggested that bid-450

ding could be facilitated by subsampling with either451

keyword- or affinity-score-based approaches.452

We support some of our respondents’ recom-453

mendation for a combination of interest-based and454

non-interest-based (within a matching area) assign-455

ments, with the latter clearly marked as such for456

ACs and reviewers, and separate playbooks for the457

two cases. The reviewer training programs should458

aim to develop the expectation that peer review is459

something that combines utility and exploration.460

6.2 Limitations461

We readily acknowledge that, like with any surveys462

with voluntary participation, our sample of respon-463

dents may not be representative of the field overall,464

since the people who have had issues with peer465

review system are more incentivized to respond.466

However, precisely for that reason this method-467

ology can be used to learn about the commonly468

reported types of problems, which was our goal.469

Our response rate turned out to be comparable to470

the response rate of the official ACL survey solic-471

iting feedback on its peer review reform proposal472

(Neubig, 2020), which received 199 responses.473

It is an open problem how future conferences474

could systematically improve, if they cannot rely475

on surveys to at least reliably estimate at what scale476

an issue occurs. Asking about satisfaction with re-477

views does not seem to produce reliable results478

(Daumé III, 2015; Cardie et al.). Our survey in-479

cluded a question about satisfaction with the paper-480

reviewer matching, and whether the most recent481

experience was better or worse than on average.482

Both reviewers and authors were more satisfied483

than dissatisfied, and considered the recent expe-484

rience better than on average, despite reporting so485

many issues (see App. fig. 12 for the distribution).486

6.3 Interpretable Paper-Reviewer Matching:487

Problem Formulation488

There already are many proposed solutions for489

paper-reviewer matching (see section 2), but their490

evaluation is the more difficult problem. The obvi-491

ous approach would be to use bidding information492

or real assignments made by ACs as ground truth, 493

but this data is typically not shared to protect re- 494

viewer anonymity. It would also provide a very 495

noisy signal not just due to different assignment 496

strategies between ACs, but also different quality 497

of assignments depending on how much time they 498

have on a given day. Both ACs and bidding review- 499

ers are also likely5 to favor top-listed candidates. 500

And, as our findings suggest, the optimal assign- 501

ment strategies in an interdisciplinary field might 502

genuinely vary between different types of papers 503

and tracks. A system unaware of that might sys- 504

tematically disadvantage whole research agendas. 505

Given that even the human experts cannot tell 506

what the best possible assignments are, we pro- 507

pose to reformulate the problem as interpretable 508

paper-reviewer matching. That problem is not the 509

same as the problem of faithfully explaining why 510

a given paper-reviewer matching system produced 511

a certain score, for which we have numerous in- 512

terpretability techniques (Søgaard, 2021). The AC 513

goal is fundamentally different: not to understand 514

the system, but to quickly find the information that 515

the AC6 considers relevant for making the best pos- 516

sible match. Therefore the task of interpretable 517

paper-reviewer matching is rather to help to iden- 518

tify the information that the stakeholders wish the 519

decisions to be based on, and to provide that infor- 520

mation as justification for the decisions. 521

7 Conclusion 522

We present the results of the first survey on paper- 523

reviewer assignment from the perspective of three 524

groups of stakeholders in the NLP community: au- 525

thors, reviewers, and ACs. The results point at a 526

host of issues, some immediately actionable (e.g. 527

providing the ACs with better information), some 528

normative (e.g. different kinds of research may 529

need different assignment strategies), and some 530

open (e.g. how do we evaluate the effect of any 531

changes to peer review process?) 532

A big issue for both authors and reviewers is mis- 533

matches due to lack of interest, which is in tension 534

with explorative aspects of peer review. We recom- 535

mend to address this issue with a combination of 536

assignments based on bidding and random matches 537

within area, backed up by reviewer training. 538

5Position bias is well documented in search & recommen-
dation systems (Craswell et al., 2008; Collins et al., 2018).

6Or the program chairs, should the conference aim to have
consistent policies for all ACs.
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Impact Statement539

Broader impact. The study identifies types of540

information that could be used to provide better541

paper-reviewer matches. Used strategically by a542

conference, it could be a powerful tool for diver-543

sifying the field, by helping the non-mainstream544

papers find the reviewers more open to them. By545

the same token, if the entity organizing the review546

process aimed for suppressing such research, de-547

prioritising this information could harm such pa-548

pers. Our proposal of interpretable paper-reviewer549

assignments would mitigate this potential risk by550

requiring the organizers to disclose their rationale551

for any given match.552

Personal data. The surveys are designed to not553

solicit any personally identifiable information (in-554

cluding comments about individual peer review555

cases in the past conferences), or demographic in-556

formation about participants.557

Potential risks. The respondents are participants558

in anonymous peer review process, and as such559

being tracked back to individual peer review cases560

could expose them to retaliation. The survey561

therefore did not solicit information about specific562

venues (only broader categories such as “*ACL563

conferences”), and we manually verified that the564

open-ended comments also do not contain refer-565

ences to specific cases. We thus foresee no poten-566

tial risks from deanonymization of the respondents.567

Informed consent. The respondents are in-568

formed about the organizers and the objective of569

the study: to identity current practises of paper-570

reviewer assignments in CL/NLP conferences and571

ways in which this process can be improved. Re-572

sponses are anonymous and respondents consent573

to the use and sharing of their responses for re-574

search purposes. Respondents must give consent575

to continue the survey.576

Intended use. The survey data and forms will be577

made publicly available for research purposes.578

Institutional approval. The study was approved579

by the Research Ethics Committee at the authors’580

institution.581
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A Appendix709

In this appendix we introduce supplementary fig-710

ures and tables.711
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Figure 8: We ask reviewers and authors whether they
know for certain, or maybe knows, or do not know how
the paper-reviewer matching was done for their last
CL/NLP venue. We then ask both reviewers, authors
and ACs what they believe (or knows in the case of
some) was the process for this venue The guesses, and
knowledge herof, are much different from best options
in fig. 4, discussed in section 5.
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Figure 9: Distribution of non-students in the three roles,
with overlap derived from asking the question Did you
also serve as a reviewer/author? for their last CL/NLP
venue.
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(a) AC/Action Editors
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(b) Reviewers

Figure 10: The boxplots shows the number of assign-
ments given and optimal for a) ACs and b) Reviewers,
discussed in section 5.3. Number of given assignments
are reported for the venue in which the respondent last
served as AC/reviewer, and optimal number of assign-
ments are reported for time periods one week for ACs
and one month for reviewers. Mean given and optimal
number of assignments, across all respondents/venues,
are shown with vertical striped lines.
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Figure 11: This is a larger (perhaps more easily readable) version of fig. 6. The diverging bars shows the experienced
utility of different kinds of information about reviewers that ACs may have been presented with to assist in manual
checks of paper-reviewer matches. If the respondent had never been presented with the specific kind of information
they chose “Never provided".
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Percent

AC/Action Editor

Reviewer

Author

Very dissatisfied Somewhat dissatisfied Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied Somewhat satisfied Very satisfied

(a) Reported satisfaction with most recent experience. AC / Action Editor question: (...) how satisfied were you with the
support provided to you to improve the paper-reviewer matching? Reviewer question: (...) How satisfied were you with the
paper-reviewer matching? Author question: (...) How satisfied were you with the amount of constructive criticism in the reviews
you received?
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Author

It was worse It was average It was better

(b) Question: would you say your most recent experience with paper-reviewer matching/paper assignment(s)/set of reviews
described above, was better or worse than on average?

Figure 12: We ask all respondents general questions about their satisfaction with their last experience as an
AC/reviewer/author and their overall satisfaction in this role. We discuss these results in the limitations section 6.2.
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AREA CHAIR REVIEWER AUTHOR
>10 6-10 1-5 >10 6-10 1-5 >10 6-10 1-5

Bachelor’s student 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Master’s student 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
PhD student 0 1 0 3 10 7 2 6 25
Other 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 2
Postdoc 2 1 0 12 3 1 11 0 2
Academic researcher 19 0 0 21 1 4 13 0 4
Industry researcher 6 0 1 8 0 5 3 2 1

Total 27 3 1 45 14 18 30 9 34

Table 1: This table shows the count of respondents from each role (AC/reviewer/author) reporting one of 7 career
statuses and an amount of times having had their own papers reviewed. The numbers reflects those plotted in fig. 2,
section 4.1.

Tasks Method Data Type of paper Affinity score Bidding Trust

AC / Action Editor 3.90±0.83 3.70±0.74 2.83±1.00 3.37±0.95 2.13±1.50 3.67±1.25 3.27±1.67
Reviewer 4.00±0.90 3.86±0.85 2.75±1.09 3.16±0.97 1.97±1.38 4.03±1.07 2.96±1.57
Author 3.95±0.86 3.59±0.87 2.84±0.98 3.45±1.18 1.85±1.32 3.86±1.22 3.11±1.60

Grand mean 3.95 3.72 2.81 3.32 1.99 3.85 3.11

Table 2: Mean importance with 0=Not sure, 1=Not important, 2=Slightly important, 3=Moderately important,
4=Very important and 5=Extremely important, for the seven paper-reviewer matching factors shown in fig. 7.
Removing "Not sure" does not change the overall ranking. The grand mean is the unweighted mean of ACs’,
reviewers’ and authors’ mean scores. The mean absolute difference is greatest between ACs and reviewers (0.20)
and smallest between ACs and authors (0.12), while between reviewers and authors it is 0.16. These results are
discussed in section 5.2 under “Stakeholder preferences".

Tasks Methods Data Paper type Sim. score Bidding Trust

Computationally-aided linguistic analysis 0.763 0.242 0.024< 0.097 1.000 0.487 0.707
NLP engineering experiment paper 1.000 0.072 1.000 0.227 1.000 0.732 0.427
Reproduction paper 0.457 0.036< 0.008> 1.000 0.587 1.000 1.000
Resource paper 0.728 0.757 1.000 0.164 0.808 0.610 0.658
Position paper 0.227 0.264 0.657 0.227 0.001< 0.767 0.251
Survey paper 0.751 1.000 0.842 0.426 0.656 0.135 0.847
Other 1.000 1.000 0.205 0.020<* 0.063 0.067 0.740

Table 3: P-values of two-sided Fisher Exact tests, discussed in section 5.2. For each contribution type, we test the
null hypothesis that there is no difference in whether respondents find a paper-match factor (from fig. 7) more than
or less than moderately important, depending on whether or not individuals have worked on the specific types
of papers (contribution types). For each combination of contribution type i and paper-match factor j, a 2 × 2
contingency table is made with the counts of a) respondents having worked with type i and finding factor j less than
moderately important, b) having worked with type i and finding factor j more than moderately important, c) having
not worked with i and finding j less than moderately important, d) having not worked with i and finding j more
than moderately important. The p-values reflect the probability of observing the given counts or something more
imbalanced between types i. Significant p-values, p < 0.05, are in bold, and for these, superscript > denotes that
respondents having worked with i believe factor j is more than moderately important, and the superscript < denotes
the opposite.

*Unfortunately, we did not ask the respondents what “other” paper types they worked on, so this result is
difficult to interpret.
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